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Motivation: Cyclic codes form a class of error-correcting codes that can correct errors up to1
2 the (esti-

mated) minimum distance in a ”reasonable” time-span. This is because, for a code length n, the decoding
procedure involves solving a system of n equations which takes aboutO(n3) operations in the most pes-
simistic situation. In fact, shortcuts can reduce the time toO(n2) or better, making the decoding truly
implementable, like in the case of Reed-Solomon codes used on CDs and in hard drives. Cyclic codes and
their generalizations also continue to provide fascinating problems for theoretical research.

Definition: C ⊂ Fnq is a cyclic codeif (c0, c1, ..., cn−1) ∈ C implies that(cn−1, c0, ..., cn−2) ∈ C. That is,C
is closed under the cyclic shift modn, which corresponds to multiplication byxn−1 of the(n − 1)-degree
polynomial with these coefficients,

∑n−1
i=0 cix

i.
Note: This definition does not require the code to be linear, though we will consider only the linear situation

for the rest of the notes.

We will assume throughout that(n, q) = 1.

Definition: LetRn = Fq[x]/(xn − 1) be the ring of polynomials of degree≤ n− 1 with coefficients inFq
with operations performed mod(xn − 1).

The formal definition of a ring is as follows:
Definition A ring R is an additive Abelian group with a multiplication operation which is commutative,

associative and distributive and has an identity element.

Definition: An idealC ⊂ Rn is a linear subspace ofRn such that

c(x) ∈ C ⇒ r(x)c(x) ∈ C for all r(x) ∈ Rn. (*)

Note: The condition (*) can be replaced by (**)c(x) ∈ C ⇒ xc(x) ∈ C sinceC is a linear subspace and
therefore contains all sums and scalar multiples of its elements.

Example 1: The integers,Z, are a ring. The subset of even integers, denoted2Z, is an ideal ofZ since any
integer multiple of an even number is still an even number.

Definition: A cyclic codeC is an ideal ofRn. Thus,C is a linear code.

In cyclic codes, we can represent codewords by polynomials as follows:
c = (c0c1...cn−1)←→ c(x) =

∑n−1
i=0 cix

i

TheoremLet C be a cyclic code of dimensionk, C ⊂ Fnq .
(1) There exists a unique monic polynomialg(x) such thatC = 〈g(x)〉, i.e. every codeword is a multiple of
g(x). The degree ofg is n− k. g(x) is called the generatorpolynomial ofC.
(2) g(x)|(xn − 1).
(3) The generator matrix ofC is

G =

 g(x)
xg(x)
...

xk−1g(x)

 =

g0 g1 ... gn−k 0 ... ... 0
0 g0 g1 ... gn−k 0 ... 0
0 0
0 0 ... 0 g0 g1 ... gn−k
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Proof:
(1) Takeg(x), a monic polynomial of the smallest degree inC. (Such a polynomial exists since the code is
a finite set.) Letc(x) ∈ C. Use the division algorithm to writec(x) = g(x)q(x) + r(x) where0 ≤ deg r <
deg g. Since the code is linear,r(x) = c(x) − g(x)q(x) ∈ C. If r(x) 6≡ 0, since it has degree smaller
than that ofg, this would contradict the choice ofg as a nonzero polynomial of the smallest degree inC.
Thus,r(x) = 0 and soc(x) is a multiple ofg(x). Thereforeg(x) generatesC. It is unique since its leading
coefficient must be 1.

Let deg g = r; we will show thatr = n − dim C. We have seen that every codewordc is a multiple of
g, i.e., has the formc(x) = a(x)g(x) for some polynomiala(x). All these multiples are different, moreover
the polynomialsg(x), xg(x), x2g(x), . . . , xn−r−1g(x) are linearly independent as vectors overFq and span
C as a linear space. Hence,dim C = n− r.
(2) Use the division algorithm to writexn − 1 = g(x)q(x) + r(x) with 0 ≤ deg r < deg g. Then inRn,
sincexn − 1 = 0, we have thatr(x) = −g(x)q(x), and hencer(x) ∈ C. But again, ifr(x) 6= 0, since it
has degree smaller than that ofg, this would contradict the choice ofg as a polynomial of least degree inC.
Thus,r(x) = 0 and sog(x) dividesxn − 1.

(3) Note thatg0 6= 0. If it did, the codewordxn−1g(x) = x−1g(x) has degreedeg(g(x))− 1, and we would
have a contradiction to the assumption thatg(x) has least degree inC. Sog0 6= 0 and thus because of the
band form of the matrix, thek rows must be linearly independent.

Example 2: The Hamming CodeH3 is a cyclic code[7, 4, 3]. Let α be a primitive element ofF8, with
minimal polynomialm1(x) = x3 + x + 1. Recall that the other roots ofm1(x) areα2 andα4, since
squaring is a linear operation overF2. Considering codewords ofH3 as polynomialsc(x), we recall that
c(x) ∈ H3 if and only if c(α) = 0. Again, since squaring is linear,c(α)2 = c(α2), so c(α2) = 0, and
similarly, c(α4) = 0. Thus all the roots ofm1(x) are roots ofc(x) som1(x) dividesc(x) for all c ∈ H3.
Thus every codeword is a multiple ofm1(x). Sincedegm1 = 3 = n−k, the polynomialm1 is the generator
polynomial. Thusg(x) = m1(x) is the generator polynomial ofH3, and we have the following generator
matrix:

G =

1 1 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0 1


Definition: The check polynomialfor a cyclic codeC = 〈g(x)〉 is h(x) = xn−1

g(x) . The degree ofh equalsk,
wherek is the dimension ofC.

Note: This definition makes sense since, ifc ∈ C, c(x)h(x) = a(x)g(x)h(x) = 0 mod(xn − 1). Further-
more,c(x)h(x) =

(∑n−1
i=0 cix

i
)(∑n−1

i=0 hix
i
)

= 0 implies that all the coefficients of this polynomial must
be zero mod(xn − 1), and so we haven equations of the form

n−1∑
j=0

cjh(i−j)modn = 0, (i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1).

If we consider the equations corresponding to the coefficients of the termsxn−1, xn−2..., xk and puthk+1 =
· · · = hn−1 = 0, we can make a parity check matrix as follows:
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H =

 0 0 ... 0 hk hk−1 ... h1 h0

0 0 ... hk hk−1 ... h1 h0 0
0 0
hk hk−1 ... h1 h0 0 ... 0 0


Example 2 (revisited):For the Hamming codeH3, we have the check polynomialh(x) = (x7−1)/m1(x) =
m0(x)m3(x) = x4 + x2 + x + 1, which we can calculate using the factorization ofx7 − 1 into minimal
polynomials determined by the cyclotomic cosets. We then get the parity-check matrix:

H =

0 0 1 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 1 0
1 0 1 1 1 0 0


Definition: The elementsa of Fq such thatc(a) = 0 for all codewordsc(x) ∈ C are call the zeros of the codeC.
In general, to get a generator polynomial for a cyclic code, we take the product of the minimal polynomials
of the zeros of the code.

Interlude: We can use the notion of a reciprocal polynomial to determine some of the minimal polynomials
ms(x) from previously calculated ones.

Definition: Let f ∈ Fq[x], f(0) 6= 0. The polynomialg(x) = xdeg ff( 1
x) is called the reciprocal

polynomial off . Note thata is a zero off if and only if g(a−1) = 0. (a−1 exists since we’re working in a
field.)

Example 2 (revisited): Recall that forH3 we haveα, a primitive7th root of unity with minimal poly-
nomialm1(x) = x3 + x + 1. The cyclotomic cosets areC0 = {0}, C0 = {1, 2, 4}, andC3 = {3, 6, 5}.
Note thatα6 = α−1, soα6 is a root of the reciprocal polynomial ofm1(x), the minimal polynomial ofα.
Namely,α6 is a root ofg(x) = x3 + x2 + 1. Sinceα5 = (α6)2 andα3 = (α6)4, g(x) has rootsα3, α6, α5,
and therefore must be the minimal polynomial ofα3, that is,g(x) = m3(x).

Example 3 (revisited from Lecture 12): Using the notion of reciprocal polynomial, we see that since
α14 = α−1, m7 must be the reciprocal polynomial tom1(x) = x4 + x + 1. Som7(x) = x4m1(x−1) =
x4 + x3 + 1. This is more efficient than calculatingm7(x) = (x− α7)(x− α14)(x− α13)(x− α11).

Recall that the parity-check matrixH of a codeC with dim C = k generates the dual code,C⊥, of dimension
n−k. From the form ofH, it’s clear that the generator polynomial ofC⊥ ish∗(x), the reciprocal polynomial
of h(x). Sinceh∗(x) is a polynomial inFq[x] of degree< n, the set of multiples ofh in Rn also forms a
cyclic code.
To conclude: The dual of a cyclic codeC is cyclic. The zeros ofC⊥ are the inverses of the nonzeros ofC.

2-Error Correcting Binary BCH Codes

We construct a binary 2-error correcting code from the Hamming codeHm[n, n−m, 3] wheren = 2m− 1.
Let α be a primitiventh degree root of unity. Recall that the parity check matrix ofHm can be written as
(1, α, α2, ..., α2m−2), where each column is expanded into a binarym-tuple. Consider the cyclotomic coset
C1 = {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, . . . , 2m−1}, representing the2k-powers ofα. Since squaring is linear,c(α) = 0 ⇒
c(α2k) = 0 for all 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1. Thus, all of the parity checks of the formc(α2k) = 0 are linearly
dependent. To correct more than one error, we must add some independent parity-check equations.
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To get a new parity check, we look at the next cyclotomic coset,C3 = {3, 6, 12, . . . , 3 ·2m−1}. If we require
that the codewords haveα3 as a zero, this gives us another set of parity checks, namely

(1, α3α6, α9, . . . , α3·2m−2),

with every power ofα3 as anm-column. So together we obtain the parity check matrix:

H =
(

1 α α2 α3 ... α2m−2

1 α3 α6 α9 ... α3·2m−2

)
Remark: A binary cyclic code with zerosα andα3 is called a 2-error correcting BCH code. What makes
this a BCH code is that the degrees ofα used as parity checks are consecutive:α, α2, α3, α4. Note thatα2

doesn’t contribute any new parity checks since it is automatically a zero of any polynomial which hasα as
a zero.

Example 4 Consider the Hamming CodeH4[15, 11, 3]. Let α be a primitive14th root of unity. We can
construct a BCH codeC with zerosα andα3. The parity check matrix is:

H =
(

1 α α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 ... α14

1 α3 α6 α9 α12 1 α3 ... α12

)
This is a 8 by 15 parity check matrix with all eight rows linearly independent. So we have a[15, 7] code.
Note that the dimension isn− 2m, which will be true for any BCH code. It remains to prove thatd = 5.

Claim: d = 5.

Proof: Let c(x) be a codeword ofC. Thenc(α) = c(α3) = 0. Supposec is sent over a channel and received
asy(x) = c(x) + e(x), wheree(x) is the error. Number the columns of the parity check matrix by the
elements ofF16 in the increasing order of the powers of the primitive element:1, α, α2, ...α14). Since we
are assuming at most 2 errors,e(x) = xi + xj , wherei, j stand for the locations of the errors in the list
1, α, α2, ...α14. Let S1 = y(α) = e(α) = αi + αj andS3 = (α3) = e(α3) = α3i + α3j. LetX1, X2 be
the “error locators,” that isX1 = αi andX2 = αj . The locators satisfy the following system of equations:

S1 = X1 + X2

S3 = X3
1 + X3

2
.

Note thatS3
1 + S3 = X3

1 +X2
1X2 +X1X

2
2 +X3

2 +X3
1 +X3

2 = X1X2(X1 +X2), so we have the revised
set of equations:

S1 = X1 +X2

S3
1 + S3 = X1X2(X1 +X2)

which imply thatX1, X2 correspond to the roots of the quadratic

z2 + S1z +
S3

1 + S3

S1
= 0.

Thus we need to solve the quadratic overF2. We have the following three cases:(1) If S1 = S2 = 0, both

rootsX1, X2 are zero, so we conclude there were no errors (sinceX1, X2 correspond to the powers ofα
which were incorrectly received.)(2) If S1 6= 0 andS3 = S2

1 , then one root is zero and the other isS1, so

we conclude there was just one zero in the spotS1 and we flip that coordinate.(3) If there are two distinct

roots,X1, X2 ∈ Fqm , then we declare 2 errors and and flip their respective coordinates.(4) If there are no

zeros inFqm , we conclude that there were more than 2 errors.

Remark: In general, to correct 2 errors in a code of lengthn ≈ 2m, we need2m ≈ 2 log2m parity checks.
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